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Abstract. In the demonstration on socialism essence, the implementation of rich together is determined to be the socialist objective. In the process of realizing the objective, the phenomenon of polarization has engendered. It has been put forward in the party's Third Plenary Session of Eighteen that the market plays a decisive role in resource allocation, which has made the market's position in the operation of the socialist economy gain enough attention and promotion. Moreover, it has also been proposed that there is advantage and disadvantage in the competition of the market simultaneously. Whether or not will the polarization become more and more deteriorating? In this paper, the inference will be developed from the logic of "First rich → rich → rich together" theory.

Introduction

Deng Xiaoping's theory of socialism is the essence of "what is socialism and how to build socialism" Socialist prime basic theories of the best interpretation. "Emancipate and develop productive forces, eliminate exploitation and polarization, and ultimately achieve rich together." The ultimate goal of rich together is the essence of socialism, but what is "rich together"? In particular, it belongs to what kind of "form"? We interpret that it is not synchronized rich, nor is it the same rich, but a difference of "rich" state, but this does not interpret everything. And in order to achieve this goal, they must take the necessary means, of course, including policy and non-policy, the elimination of exploitation and polarization became the essence of socialism means to achieve goals. Of course, the existence and development of anything has its roots in nature, in other words, want to eliminate exploitation and polarization it is necessary to "cake" bigger, strength (economic strength) and stronger, yet the economy must not go up, put the first money to drive rapid economic development of those ("leader") pulled down the role of "leader" effect can not be ignored.

Relationship between the sum of all economic base that people understand and transform the objective world in the process of the formation of human and social determinants of this social relationship is the sum of the social productive forces. Therefore, emancipate and develop productive forces to achieve the target of the root causes of the essence of socialism, it is the essence of Deng Xiaoping's socialist argument is dialectical science.

Wealth and Poverty - The Chess of the Ideal and the Reality

35 years of reform and opening up, we're keenly aware of the strength and speed of development of economic reforms, the people's living standards, rapidly increasing. From the material life in terms of: eat → eat→ eat healthy, people's living standards literally across one level, to achieve a qualitative leap, but for us, it is a strategic opportunity for economic development, but also the period of prominent social conflicts. Because we can clearly feel the gap between regions, industries, sectors and between people, and gradually widening, National Bureau of Statistics data released on January 20, 2014: 2013 Gini coefficient of 0.473, has been He crossed the warning level of 0.4, but also the possibility of further widening and space. Of course, early in the last century Kuznets income gap between developing countries on the residents of empirical statistics, analysis and research, he said: developing countries (including China, of course) and the income gap...
between the level of economic development of the residents between the existence of "inverted U" curve model. This means that in today's China "developing" the situation in "the rich richer and the poor relatively poorer" is a process of social development of normal.

Faced with such presence, it should not exist, resulting in people have begun to reflect, "giving priority to efficiency due consideration to fairness" principle of distribution is reasonable?

"Giving priority to efficiency," Deng Xiaoping proposed priority. Deng Xiaoping in late 1978, the central work conference pointed out: "In economic policy, I think that you want to allow some areas and some people and some workers and peasants, thanks to the hard efforts of the big score and income to more life to get better, it will inevitably produce great demonstration of power, influence neighbors, led other areas, people of other units to learn from them. in this way, the entire national economy will continue to move forward in waves, people of all nationalities can be relatively fast be rich. "Followed by the" fair balance "let some get rich first area or person at the right time, after driving through the intersection more profits or the transfer of technology rich. It also stated: "The purpose of socialism is rich together to people across the country, if not the polarization of our policy led to polarization, we failed; if you produce something new bourgeois, then we really gone evil."

However, the reality did produce a "polarization" phenomenon, as it is or malignant, benign different perspectives. Some people think that this is the social development to a certain stage, an economic "buffer" phenomenon; also suggested that: polarization is polarization, so that some people and some regions get rich first, not rich first drive after the rich, but in accordance with our distribution system to various forms of production factors in distribution, after reasonable exploitation of rich legally, would lead to "polarization." Therefore, we must resolve conflicts both views, out of misunderstanding, the nature of socialism must be the ultimate goal and the reality of "polarization" phenomenon re-understanding, positioning, especially in its reflected on "First rich →Rich→Rich Together "ideas. Through the "First rich →Rich→Rich Together" idea of rational proof, to correct people's perception of errors, thereby defuse the "poor" and contradictions "rich" to achieve a harmonious society.


"First rich →Rich→rich together", "Chinese do not go down this road, there is no other way. This road is the only access road to wealth and prosperity." This development path in line with China conditions, but also the characteristics of the move, is a scientific, dialectical unity.

Political and economic development imbalance in China's history has long been to blame. From a regional point of view: the richer eastern, central food and clothing, west is relatively poor.

The first is historical factors, the late Qing Dynasty, the invasion of the Western powers, with gunboats opened the door to China, aggression, while virtually stimulus, resulting in the generation of the seeds of capitalism, people's minds have begun to "sprout "these" green shoots "of location are the eastern coastal cities, virtually began the primitive accumulation of capital, but the Midwest is relatively poor, backwardness, lack of capital in development. Second factor is the tendency of policy, reform and opening up in 1978, "an old man in the South China Sea side drew a circle (Shenzhen)," From then on, from the reform of the "point → line → surface" gradually expand from "point → line→ side "reform goal is comprehensive, but the reform process has but they are divided. Analogy: two equal-sized snowballs, a priority (scroll), a lag, ask the results. It goes without saying. Finally, geographical factors, powers come to the sea and they will take precedence advanced production tools to the east, the eastern region to stimulate economic development; at the same time, the eastern developed transport (water transport), trade facilitation and international ocean transportation, unique geographical advantages.

Since ancient times, China is a large agricultural country, today, the rural population still accounts for more than half of China's total population, and the low production efficiency, single structure, at the beginning of reform and opening up, the state has adopted the policy is still "make agriculture work." Thus, the formation of today urban-rural has dual economy. Even just from rural
or urban areas, the differences are more common, first of all, from the rural areas, the agricultural industry structural adjustment is a priority compared to wealthy; secondly, from the cities, in high-tech executives, emerging industries or successful independent operators with higher incomes, especially in monopoly industries is more obvious, but also must exist, because "monopoly is the inevitable outcome of competition, competition produces monopoly in constant self-denial. This is proof of the origin of the monopoly of the legitimate monopoly" inevitably produce monopoly and monopoly profits, the industry differences appear natural.

Its biggest advantage is that its market competitiveness, it can stimulate the economy quickly, so that the development of a vibrant society; you can optimize resources, make the perfect combination of economy and science and technology; can capture information to meet the needs of people's material and spiritual. But the market also has its "negative down effect", in resource allocation process also has the spontaneity, blindness, hysteresis characteristics, the way market participants diversify economic activity though, but always as "profit" is a view, insisted "giving priority to efficiency, ""fair, followed ", so that once can not grasp the equilibrium point, easy to produce" polarization."

But can not because the market itself, "shortcoming" go to the market to erase their competitive advantage. From a historical perspective, before the reform and opening up, run under the planned economic system, although not have a "polarization", but people in egalitarian "iron rice bowl" is common in poverty. "Poverty is not socialism, socialism is to eradicate poverty," to achieve rich together. Deng Xiaoping pointed out: "We adhere to the socialist road, the fundamental goal is to achieve rich together, however, the average development is impossible in the past to engage in egalitarianism, eat 'iron rice bowl', actually a common backwardness and poverty, we are much suffering."

In 1992, Deng Xiaoping's southern tour speech in judgment: the market is only a means to regulate the economy and it does not belong to the scope of the social system. In this case, we affirmed the fundamental role of market in resource allocation played, speak louder than words, after 21 years (1992-2013) of proven, China's economy in the operation of the market mechanism has been rapid, efficient and orderly development people's living standards to achieve two "double." For this reason, Xi Jinping, general secretary of the party's "Eighteen Third Plenary Session," the report pointed out: "the reform of the economic system is the focus of a comprehensive deepening reform, the core issue is to deal with a good relationship between government and the market is the market in resource allocation play a decisive role and better play the role of government." Resolution of the market, "underlying" action to "decisive" role, which greatly improved the status of the market allocation of resources means, at the same time, it was decided after the current "polarization" phenomenon made. Visible, recognized the market also endorsed the "First rich →Rich→rich together " theory, rich first is the premise of rich together, means total Fucai is the goal.

According to our current distribution system, diversified sources of income residents trend, because everyone has the aspect of IQ, EQ, and other assets owned by differences existed.

First, a person's IQ (IQ), emotional intelligence (EQ) factors. Interpersonal intelligence, emotional intelligence is different, to some extent their acquired education there is necessarily linked, even innate (genetic factors). In general, IQ, EQ high people mainly engaged in mental work, income is relatively high; IQ, EQ are low mainly engaged in simple manual labor, relatively low income.

Secondly, the assets of factors. According to our existing distribution system, allowing a variety of modes of distribution coexist, but also in the "eighth III" plenary meetings to further enhance the role of the market in resource allocation, the market means "competition", "labor is competition and division of labor are equally important make sense of equality comes, must be competitive, "we must rely on the market. Then factors in distribution of assets in the market competition will inevitably lead to the "rich first" yes "after the rich", because different people's asset base.

The relationship between social factors. Carnegie pointed out: 100% success rate = 15% + 85% of the professional skills of interpersonal communication ability, we will not demonstrate his data
source is scientific and accurate, but at least we are not going to doubt the importance of interpersonal communication.

In short, the "Early" is a policy in line with the design of China's national conditions, from objective terms, to accelerate the pace of China's economic development.

Absolute equality is unreasonable, based on the primary stage of socialism in income distribution in society is reasonably certain gap opened "normal."

"Water flows downwards with the flow." First, although after the rich in all aspects of IQ, EQ, assets, social relations, there is a certain gap between rich first person, but in some people and some regions through honest labor and lawful operations after the first rich, relatively poor populations or area will virtually see hope, stimulate the latecomer subjective fighting spirit, so that after the reform and opening up the rich have consciousness, mobilize their enthusiasm to get rich profit. Secondly, "after the rich" who objectively can learn to "rich first" experience, standing on the "giant" on the shoulder, no longer need to slowly groping in the dark, potentially also reducing the "business" costs.

Chairman Mao said before: "let some people get rich"; Comrade Deng Xiaoping once said: "the rich together raised to the height of the Essence of Socialism"; and then to Jiang Zemin pointed out: "to achieve rich together is a fundamental principle and essential characteristic of socialism, must not waver "; more Hu Jintao put forward" essential attribute of socialism - a harmonious society, "pointed out." people-oriented "scientific concept of development and a series of major strategic vision, great enrich the "rich together" scientific connotation. "Rich together" has undoubtedly become the most important problem to solve current social and embody the essence of socialism and the ultimate the goal of the socialism superiority.

According to "bucket theory", the biggest Sheng bucket of water is determined by the shortest board. To achieve the ultimate goal of socialism, reflect the superiority of the socialist system, inevitably from the policy after the rich to give support, and support the derivation of "Early" This tax. Therefore, the rich have an objective basis.

However, how can the rich together "accidental" phenomenon has become "inevitable" result, this is worthy of our consideration and urgent problem.

Since human society taken the primitive society, with the development of productive forces, the products of labor surplus began to appear, when the products of labor surplus reaches a certain amount, whether individual or social group holds power based on the size, ability level, and gradually produced " polarization. " This is the ultimate goal of socialism is contrary to the nature of the developed capitalist countries, while "rich" but not "rich together", which in other words: There is polarization, but not eliminate polarization, which is the capitalist system the decision itself. And of course, the essence of socialism is to eliminate exploitation and polarization, and ultimately achieve "rich together", that is to say: the rich together reflects the essence of socialism as the ultimate goal and the superiority of socialism.

In theory, capitalism is capitalists "ism", with respect to the proletarian capitalists are concerned "a small part", although a small number of capitalists, but to maintain the capitalist self-interest is not in doubt, since different class position; socialism proletarians "ism", it always represents the fundamental interests of the broadest masses of people, and always maintain the interests of the vast majority of people, the majority of people "isms" were naturally became rich and the pursuit of social development goals .

China's reform and opening up 35 years ago, in economic terms, China has undergone enormous changes have taken place. For us mixed, we are faced with both unprecedented opportunities, but also must face unprecedented challenges. Some people and some regions rich indeed up, but did not drive after the rich, even after the exploitation of the rich, led to a "polarization" phenomenon.

Polarization can be classified: one is benign polarization, which is conducive to speed up the pace of social progress, the other is vicious polarization, it is bound to become an obstacle to social progress and development. Marx's "Das Kapital" wrote: "currencies and commodities, as the means of production and means of subsistence, began not capital, they need to be converted into capital but this transformation itself only under certain circumstances can occur, these situations. boils down to
is this: two kinds of very different goods owners must opposite to each other and come into contact: one is money, means of production and subsistence owners, they want to buy someone else's labor to the total value of their share of the proliferation of some; others On the one hand is free laborers, who sold his own labor, which is the labor of those who sell commodity markets ... this polarization, resulting in a basic condition of capitalist production. "While this differentiation process and the capitalists through violent means deprivation complete, very cruel, but it is, after all, to promote the emergence and development of capitalist society, to promote the progress of society. But when rich and poor accumulation phenomena exist, they hinder social and historical progress, of course, nature is malignant.

At present, China is in the primary stage of socialism and the long-term, temporary of "polarization" phenomenon is a reason: historical factors. Reform and opening up "to fill agricultural workers" policy on sexual orientation resulting in "urban-rural dichotomy" phenomenon; Second, administrative, there is no monopoly of the industry, widening the gap between the industry, the objective of creating a lean rich "polarization"; Third, corruption factor. Due to the absence, the ineffective regulatory system, resulting in the abuse of power, resulting in "trading power for money", creating "official generation, the official second-generation"; Fourth, lax enforcement of tax loopholes, leading to tax evasion, and tax evasion phenomenon, part of people naturally rich; Fifth, the "dualistic" Registration in the cause of education, employment, social security and other aspects of balanced, inevitably produce polarized; six exploitation exists. First, the government recognized the existence of exploitation, the socialist nature of the reference to "eliminate exploitation," do not agree "exploitation exist," how to "eliminate" and "elimination" What? "Deng Xiaoping pointed out:"If the rich are getting richer and the poor poorer, polarization will produce ... One of the solutions is the intersection of rich areas more profits to support development in poor areas, of course, too early to do so does not work, and now can not undermine the vitality of the developed areas."

Reform and opening up 35 years have passed, for all of these factors "polarization" phenomenon, the party's "eighteen" and "eighth Second, the Third Plenary Session" put forward: must be timely to further deepen reform, speed up " Robin Hood, "the pace of change include distribution, operation mechanism of national income, in order to narrow the gap between the two poles, to achieve" rich." First, the protection of agriculture, accelerate the pace of China's urbanization construction. "Urban-rural dual structure is the main obstacle to the integration of urban and rural development is necessary to improve the institutional mechanisms, formed in order to promote agriculture and urban with rural, workers and peasants of reciprocity, one of the new urban and rural workers and peasants, urban-rural relations, so that the majority of farmers equal participation in the process of modernization, to share the fruits of modern "Second, limit, regulate abnormal state executive pay part of the distribution system; Third, accelerate the transformation of government functions, improve awareness of serving the people, put forward," three strict three real "style of work; Fourth, strengthen tax adjustment function, deepen the reform of the existing fiscal and taxation system, improve the social security system "to promote the economy more efficient, more equitable, more sustainable development"; Fifth, innovation and equal rules for starting operation, development, environmental and social; Sixth, the gradual elimination exploitation, improve the work remuneration in primary distribution, with full respect for labor, while speeding up the "Robin Hood," the pace of work, innovative ways to find the ideal balance point.

Conclusion

According to Comrade Deng Xiaoping's "First Rich - Rich – Rich Together" theory, combined with the party's "eighteen" and "Eighteen Third Plenary Session," the spirit of the meeting, enhance the status and role of the market, comprehensive deepening reform, people enjoy the fruits of reform, no doubt, the ultimate goal is "rich."

In short, the "Early" "after the rich" is a process, "rich" is the result of the pursuit; "Early" "after the rich" is a means, "rich" is the goal; after the "Early" " rich "is the premise of" rich "is the inevitable result of the pursuit.
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